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“Alexander of Telese’s Encomium of Capua and the Formation of the Kingdom of Sicily,” by Paul Oldfield, 183-200

“The Anglo-Scottish War of 1558 and the Scottish Reformation,” by Amy Blakeway, 201-224

“African American Citizenship, the 1883 Civil Rights Cases and the Creation of the Jim Crow South,” by Stephen Robinson, 225-241

“Hector Davies: A Liberal at War,” by Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones, 242-258

Review Articles

“The Intellectual Foundations of Burke Scholarship,” by J.C.D. Clark, 259-270
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- "'India's many Puritans: Connectivity and friction in the study of modern Hinduism,,' by Brian A. Hatcher

Europe

- "The governance of Ottonian Germany in historiographical perspective," by Laura Wangerin

North America

- "'Wilsonian Ambitions for American Engagement in the First Gulf War,’ by Ashley Cox

World

- "The Unbelieved and Historians, Part II: Proposals and solutions,” by Luke Closey, Kyle Jackson, Brandon Marriott, Andrew Redden and Karin Vélez
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Making and Unmaking the Nation in World History

- "Making and Unmaking the Nation in World History: Introduction,” by Sophie-Jung H. Kim, Alastair McClure and Joseph McQuade
- "Late Qing Multilingualism and National Linguistic Practice in the Qing Borderlands,” by Jiani He
- "Political Culture in Jamaica Before Anticolonial Nationalism,” by Jake Christopher Richards
- "Nationalism and Internationalism in the Study of International Relations, 1900-1939,” by Jan Stöckmann
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- "German economic and social sciences between the national and the transnational: The Verin für Sozialpolitik, 1872-1952,” by Steven McClellan

History and Theory, Vol.56, No.1 (March 2017)

- "A World Connecting? From the Unity of History to Global History,” by Franz L. Fillafer, 3-37
- "Postcoloniality and the Two Sites of Historicity,” by Ritwik Ranjan, 38-53

Forum: On Azfar Moin's The Millennial Sovereign

- "India in a World: Dilemmas of Sovereignty,” by Neilesh Bose, 54-60
- "Of Sovereignts, Sacred Kings, and Polemics,” by Hussein Fancy, 61-70
- "Buddhist Technologies of Statecraft and Millennial Moments,” by Anne M. Blackburn, 71-79
- "Imperial Sovereignty in Mughal and British Forms,” by David Gilmartin, 80-88
- "Millennial Sovereignty, Total Religion, and Total Politics,” by A. Azfar Moin, 89-97

Review Essays

- "What is History? What is Literature?” by Dominick LaCapra, 98-113
- "Postmodernism, Social Science, and History: Returning to an Unfinished Agenda," by David D. Roberts, 114-126
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- “The Truth Hurts: Vera Schwarcz's Heartfelt Quest,” by Joshua A. Fogel, 127-137
- “The Crisis of Humanity: Or, What if We Have Never Been Human?” by Adam Dodd, 138-145
- “ Forgery and the Specter of Philology,” by Ines G. Zupanov, 146-159
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The *Machiavellian Moment* Turns Forty: Re-thinking J.G.A. Pocock's Intellectual Legacy: Guest Editors Mauricio Suchowlansky and Kiran Banerjee

- “ Foreward: The *Machiavellian Moment* Turns Forty,” by Mauricio Suchowlansky and Kiran Banerjee, 125-128
- “The Absence of Macpherson and Strauss in Pocock's *Machiavellian Moment;*” by Edward Andrew, 147-155
- “Pocock, Machiavelli and Political Contingency in Foreign Affairs: Republican Existentialism Outside (and Within) the City,” by John P. McCormick, 171-183
- “Citizens, Subjects or Tyrants? Relocating the People in Pocock's Machiavellian Moment,” by Kiran Banerjee and Mauricio Suchowlansky, 184-197
- “'Barons' Wars, under Other Names': Feudalism, Royalism and the American Founding,” by Eric Nelson, 198-214

Humanity: An International Journal of Human Rights, Humanitarianism, and Development, Vol.8, No.1
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- “Can a Citizen be Sovereign?” by Patrick Weil
- “African Bureaucrats and the Exhaustion of the Developmental State: Lessons from the Pages of the *Sudanese Economist*;” by Alden Young
- “Debating History and Memory: Examining the Controversy Surrounding Iris Chang's *The Rape of Nanking;*” by Erik Ropers
- “Working with the Frames of War,” by Jean-Philippe Dedieu
- “A Lens on Mohamedou Slahi at Guantánamo: A Conversation with Debi Cornwall and Larry Siems,” by Debi Cornwall, Jean-Philippe Dedieu, Larry Siems
- “GITMO at Home, GITMO at Play,” by Debi Cornwall
- “The Myrdals' Eugenicist Roots,” by Nils Gilman
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- “From Welfare World to Global Poverty,” by Simon Reid-Henry
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